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Dissociation of 8He
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We have performed kinematically complete measurements of dissociation of8He into 6He and two neutrons
at E/A524 MeV. The targets were Sn and Pb. A prominent peak around 0.4 MeV in the relative energy
distribution of the6He1n system is consistent with the ground state of7He, suggesting sequential decay via
7He in 8He dissociation. Further evidence of the sequential decay was found in neutron momentum distribu-
tions. The excitation energy distributions of8He were reconstructed. For the Sn target, it shows a peak which
is suggestive of the first excited state of8He (Ex53.6 MeV,G50.5 MeV, andJp521). The distribution for
the Pb target was found to have a broad structure, indicating theE1 continuum, as observed in measurements
of other halo nuclei. The photonuclear cross sectionsE1(Ex) and the dipole strength functiondB(E1)/dEd

were deduced for the first time. The integrated dipole strength up to 3 MeV decay energy is 0.09160.026
e2fm2. Insignificant energy-weighted strength, compared to the cluster sum rule, indicates that8He does not
have the6He12n structure. Agreement of the measured neutron momentum distributions with the COSMA
model is in favor of the4He14n structure.

PACS number~s!: 25.70.De, 21.10.Gv, 25.60.Gc, 27.20.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent development of radioactive nuclear beams
led us to explore structures and reactions of nuclei far fr
stability. One of the most intriguing features in studies
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light neutron-rich nuclei is the neutron halo structure rep
sented by11Li. Subsequent measurements have led to
discovery of this structure in6He, 8He @1,2# and heavier
nuclei.

Besides the conspicuous halo nucleus11Li, intensive
studies have been made on6He due to its relatively simple
structure—described as a4He core and two neutrons. O
the other hand, less attention has been paid to8He because
the structure is considered to be more complicated. Ow
to weak binding of the6He nucleus,8He cannot be regarde
as having a6He core surrounded by two valence neutron
The 4He nucleus still exists as a core without large mod
cation of its wave function. Therefore,8He might rather
have the structure of4He14n. The two-neutron separatio
energy of 8He (S2n5 2.14 MeV! is only somewhat larger
than that of6He (S2n5 0.975 MeV!, in spite of the fact that
8He has a completely filled 1p3/2 neutron shell. This smal
difference in S2n values is also suggestive of the4He14n
structure.
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FIG. 1. A schematic drawing
of the detector setup. The frag
ment detectors consisting of S
strip DE detectors and plasticE
detectors are installed in a vacuu
chamber. TheNeutron Wall Array
is centered at zero degrees alon
the beam axis.
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Evidence of the4He14n structure was also found from
the measurements of interaction cross sections. Accordin
the Glauber model, the 2n-removal cross sections22n and
the interaction cross sections I should satisfy the relation
s22n(8He)5s I(

8He)2s I(
6He) if 6He and8He are both 2n

halo nuclei@3#. However, the experimental cross sections
not satisfy this relation, but instead satisfy a relati
s22n(8He)1s24n(8He)5s I(

8He)2s I(
4He), indicating

the 4n halo structure@4#.
The 8He nucleus is intriguing because its neutron-

proton ratio is the largest among known bound nuclei. T
ground state (Jp501) has a dominant configuration of th
4He core (Jp501) and four valence neutrons in the 1p3/2
shell. Moreover, excited states were found in several m
surements@5–7#. The spin-parity of the first excited state
assigned asJp521, which is in good agreement with shel
model calculations@8–10#. The configuration of this is un
derstood to be (1p3/2)

21 (1p1/2)
1, just as for the 21 state in

12C.
An interesting property of some halo nuclei is the ex

tence of a low-lying, unbound excitation. While most of t
dipole strength for stable nuclei is known to be exhausted
a giant dipole resonance with excitation energiesEx
.78A21/3, an enhancement of the dipole strength atEx.1
MeV was first observed in11Li @11–13#. Furthermore, this
excitation mode also was observed in the halo nuclei11Be
@14# and 6He @15#. To explain it, a new collective mode
called a soft dipole resonance, was proposed@16#.

Measurements of this low-lying excitation are importa
to clarify the collective structure in halo nuclei. However,
experimental study has yet been dedicated to the8He
nucleus. Recently, measurements of breakup reaction
8He on C and Pb targets atE/A5240 MeV have been per
formed @17,18#. Although the excitation energy distributio
of 8He was reconstructed, no crucial information on the lo
lying excitation was presented.

In order to clarify the interpretation of the low-lying ex
06431
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citation of 8He, we have performed a kinematically com
plete measurement of Coulomb dissociation of8He on a Pb
target atE/A524 MeV. To accomplish this, momenta of th
outgoing decay products,6He and two neutrons, from the
dissociation of8He were measured in coincidence. In add
tion, a measurement with Sn target has been performe
evaluate the contribution of nuclear dissociation. The kin
matically complete measurements allowed us to reconst
an excitation energy distribution of8He and momentum dis
tributions of 6He and neutrons in the8He rest frame. With
the measured excitation energy distributions, we have
duced a photonuclear cross section and a dipole stre
function for the first time.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the National Superc
ducting Cyclotron Laboratory~NSCL! in Michigan State
University. A secondary beam of8He was produced by uti-
lizing projectile fragmentation reactions of an18O61 primary
beam havingE/A580 MeV on a 1.9 g/cm2 Be production
target. Then, the8He beam was analyzed, separated with
A1200 Fragment Separator@19#, and degraded toE/A525
MeV before being transported to the experimental vault. T
energy dispersion of the beam, defined by momentum slit
the A1200, was set to (Dp/p)51% corresponding to
(DE/A) 5 0.5 MeV in energy. The average intensity of th
8He beam was a few hundred particles/s, correspondin
15% of the total number of beam particles. The major imp
rity of the beam was 85%12Be at E/A544 MeV. Events
originating from impurity beam particles were distinguish
with fragment detectors.

A schematic drawing of the experimental setup is sho
in Fig. 1. Before8He projectiles impinged on a target, the
incident angle and position on target were measured w
two position-sensitive parallel plate avalanche count
~PPAC’s! located upstream from the target. In the expe
1-2
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DISSOCIATION OF 8He PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 064311
ment, we used targets of Al~247 mg/cm2), Sn ~364
mg/cm2), and Pb~397 mg/cm2). After 8He dissociation into
6He12n in the target, the momentum of the decay prod
6He was measured with fragment detectors consisting
DE detector and anE detector@20#. The DE detector was
composed of two 250-mm position-sensitive silicon double
strip detectors with lateral dimensions 5 cm35 cm; each
has 16 horizontal strips on one side and 16 vertical strips
the other. The two detectors were located 15.4 cm do
stream from the target and were installed side by side, giv
32 ~horizontal! 3 16 ~vertical! square pixels for position
information. The emission angle of the6He was determined
by the pixel that it traversed and the PPAC data on the in
dent 8He. The geometrical angular acceptance of theDE
detectors is618.2° ~horizontal! and 69.3° ~vertical!. The
corresponding 6He momenta after the target areupxu
<390 MeV/c ~horizontal! and upyu<200 MeV/c ~vertical!.
Furthermore, energy loss information in the detector w
used for particle identification.

After passing through theDE detector, the6He was de-
flected by the dipole magnet and stopped in theE detector,
which consisted of 16 vertically-arranged bars of Bicron B
408 plastic scintillator. Light produced in these scintillatio
detectors was collected with two photomultipliers attached
the top and bottom ends of each bar. The6He energy was
determined by the light intensity. Since the light-output
sponse of the plastic scintillator is a nonlinear function
fragment energy and also depends on the mass and char
the fragment, a semiempirical formula was used to determ
the energy of the fragment@21#. To determine free param
eters in the formula, calibrations were made for various i
topes at several energies. As a result, the systematic err
the energy calibration for the He isotopes was found to
less than 1%.

The particle identification of charged fragments was
complished with SiDE and plasticE signals from the frag-
ment detectors. Figure 2 shows two-dimensionalDE-E dis-
tributions: 2~a! for anE signal in any of the 16 bars; 2~b! for
an E signal in only one bar. A coincidence with at least o
neutron was required. The abscissa shows energy
nucleon for6He particles. As the light response of the plas
scintillator depends on the incident isotope, in general,
energy scale is not correct for particles other than6He.

Since 8He hits mostly one bar, those data are included
the upper, but not the lower figure. In Fig. 2~a!, two groups
are seen. One group shows the locus of8He and 6He par-
ticles, and it has a horizontal tail to lower energies; most
those events have the sameDE, but differentE’s. When 8He
dissociates in theE detector, the SiDE signal is the same a
that for a dissociation in the target, while the energy depo
tion in the E detector is lower, as neutrons carry out som
energy. Hence, the tail is attributed to8He dissociation
events in theE detector. The plasticE of the other group is
higher than that of the8He beam. When the energy scale
normalized for 4He, the energy of the group is aboutE/A
.40 MeV. Thus these4He are produced in dissociation re
actions ofE/A544 MeV 12Be particles, which are the majo
impurity of the incident beam.
06431
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With our detector setup, the fragments having differe
rigidities are separated by the dipole magnet, and there
clear particle identification was accomplished with theDE-E
distributions for the individual scintillator bars. Figure 2~b!
shows aDE-E distribution for a bar not hit by the8He.
Instead of the horizontal tail, a group corresponding to6He
particles atE/A.22 MeV is clearly seen.

The momentum of each neutron was determined with
Neutron Wall Array. The array has two walls, each with 25
2-m-long rectangular glass cells filled with NE-213 liqu
scintillator and with phototubes at the ends. The two wa
were placed at 5 m and 6 m downstream from the tar
location. Since most of the neutrons from the8He dissocia-
tion are emitted at forward angles, the walls were centere
zero degrees. Because of the limited vertical opening an
of the dipole magnet, the 16 cells in the central region
each wall were used. The geometrical angular acceptanc
neutrons is611.3° ~horizontal! and66.8° ~vertical!, corre-
sponding toupxu<42 MeV/c and upyu<25 /c for 24 MeV
neutrons, respectively. With pulse-shape information fr
the NE213, neutron/g-ray discrimination was made for eac
cell of the walls. Position and time resolutions of each c
were better than 10 cm and 1 ns, respectively. A deta
description of theNeutron Wall Arrayis given in Ref.@22#.

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional distributions of SiDE versus plasticE
in which a coincidence with at least one neutron was required
~a! the sum of the 16 scintillators and~b! only one scintillator of the
E detectors. The abscissa is normalized for6He in units of MeV/
nucleon~see text!.
1-3
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The overall acceptance and resolution of the total de
tion system for the6He12n coincidence were estimated b
Monte Carlo simulations. The simulations include all cont
butions of effects from the beam spreads in energy, an
and position on target, from target thickness, multiple sc
tering in the target, geometrical acceptance, and intrin
resolutions and efficiencies of the detectors. To describe
8He dissociation, we adopted sequential and direct de
models. A detailed description of those models is presen
in the following sections. The calculated overall accepta
e2n(Ed) according to the sequential and direct decay mod
as functions of decay energyEd ~excitation energy above th
two neutron emission threshold! is shown by the filled circles
and the open squares in Fig. 3~a!, respectively. We see tha
the acceptance differs more and more as the decay en
increases.

To estimate the overall resolution, decay energy distri
tions were calculated for fixed decay energiesEd50.5–4.5
MeV in 0.5 MeV steps as shown in Fig. 3~b!. Those distri-
butions reflect the overall resolution for the respective de
energies. Since the distributions assuming the two mo
are identical, only those of the sequential decay model
presented. The typical resolution is found to be about 0

FIG. 3. ~a! Calculated overall acceptancee2n(Ed) of the total
detector system for6He12n coincidences as a function of the d
cay energyEd . Filled circles and open squares show results ass
ing the sequential and direct decay model, respectively.~b! Decay
energy distributions calculated for fixed decay energies. The di
butions reflect the resolution of the total detector system for
respective decay energy.
06431
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MeV ~FWHM! at Ed51 MeV and roughly proportional to
the square root of the decay energy.

III. RESULTS

A. Sequential decay via7He

The relative energy distribution of the6He1n system for
the Al target is provided in Fig. 4. The distribution has
prominent peak around 0.4 MeV, which corresponds to
ground state of7He, suggesting sequential decay via7He in
the 8He dissociation@23#. In the sequential decay, the ne
tron of 8He would be largely scattered out or stripped by t
target nucleus and therefore not be detected. Since this
cess leads to a depression of the neutron multiplicity, app
ent 2n-removal cross section determined from inclusive d
(6He1n) would differ from that determined from exclusiv
data (6He12n). In fact we found the difference. From th
cross sections, the sequential process was estimated to
cupy approximately 60610% of the total for the Al target,
which is comparable to that of Ref.@18#, and approximately
40620% for the Sn and Pb targets. Since the proces
attributed to the nuclear interaction and the ratio of t
nuclear interaction to the Coulomb interaction decrease
the target charge increases, the process is relatively less
portant for the heavier targets.

To describe the measured relative energy distribution
model calculation with a Monte Carlo simulation was pe
formed. First, we assumed 60% of the8He dissociation pro-
ceeds via the intermediate state of7He. Since 7He is un-
stable with respect to neutron emission by 0.44 MeV,
7He nucleus subsequently decays into6He1n with a Breit-
Wigner ~BW! function given by

-

i-
e

FIG. 4. Relative energy distribution of6He1n system for the
Al target. The points are the experimental data. The solid histog
shows the results of Monte Carlo calculations assuming 60%
quential decay via the intermediate state of7He1n ~dashed histo-
gram! with 40% admixture of the direct decay process~dot-dashed
histogram!.
1-4



DISSOCIATION OF 8He PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 064311
FIG. 5. ~a! Longitudinal and~b! transverse components of neutron momentum distributions in coincidence with the6He fragment for the
Al target. Histograms show results of the Monte Carlo simulation assuming 60% sequential decay via the intermediate state of7He1n with
40% admixture of the direct decay process. The solid and dashed curves show results of the model calculation~COSMA! with and without
a correction for the final state interaction~FSI! of the 7He resonance, respectively.
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I BW~E62n!}
1

2p

G~E62n!

~E62n2E0!21„G~E62n!/2…2
, ~1!

G~E62n!5G0

T~E62n!

T~E0!
, ~2!

whereE62n is the relative energy of the6He1n system, and
the resonant energyE0 and the widthG0 are taken to be 0.44
and 0.16 MeV, respectively, corresponding to the grou
state of7He @24#. The widthG(E62n) is energy dependent;
transmission coefficient ofp-wave neutronsT(E62n) was
used. Next, we assumed the other 40% of the dissocia
proceeds via the first excited state of8He. A detailed de-
scription of the decay via the first excited state is presen
in the next section. Then, the relative energy distribution w
calculated with a Monte Carlo simulation, and the result
shown by the solid histogram in Fig. 4. In addition, the r
sults of each component—the dissociation via the interm
ate state of7He and via the first excited state of8He—are
shown by the dashed and dot-dashed histograms in the
ure, respectively. The prominent peak around 0.4 MeV c
responding to the7He ground state was fairly well repro
duced by the simulation.

Further evidence in favor of sequential decay was fou
in neutron momentum distributions. Transverse and long
dinal components of the neutron momentum distributions
the Al target are displayed in Fig. 5. The histograms in
figure show results of the Monte Carlo simulation describ
above. The momentum distributions are in good agreem
with the simulation.

Recently, a simple five-body cluster orbital shell mod
approximation~COSMA! has been proposed@25,26# and ex-
tended to the case of8He in order to describe the8He
ground state wave function@27–29#. It was demonstrated
that momentum distributions of several experiments were
produced with those calculated by the COSMA with sequ
06431
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tial decay@18,27–29#. We therefore adopted the prescriptio
of the COSMA calculation. Calculated distributions accor
ing to the COSMA wave function with and without consid
ering the final state interaction~FSI! of the 7He resonance
are shown in Fig. 5 by the solid and dashed curves, res
tively. Note that the calculations included the acceptance
the detector system. As shown in the figure, the calcula
distributions which include the FSI reproduce the experim
tal distributions, while those without it do not. This indicat
that the distributions were significantly modified by the F
and lost information on the ground state wave function
8He. We therefore conclude that sequential decay is
leading reaction in the dissociation of8He by Al.

FIG. 6. Measured8He decay energy distribution for the Sn ta
get. The functione2n(Ed) refers to the overall acceptance of th
total detector system for the6He12n coincidence as a function o
the decay energyEd @see Fig. 3~a!#. A peak aroundEd.1 MeV
corresponding to the first excited state of8He is observed in the
distribution.
1-5
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FIG. 7. The points are the measured8He decay energy distribution for the Pb target. The functione2n(Ed) refers to the overall
acceptance of the total detector system for the6He12n coincidence as a function of the decay energyEd @see Fig. 3~a!#. ~a! The solid curve
shows a good fit of the calculated distribution to the experimental data obtained by varying parameters of a Breit-Wigner functionsE1.
~b! Photonuclear cross sectionsE1. ~c! E1 Coulomb dissociation cross sectiondsc /dEd . The dashed and dot-dashed curves show theE2
Coulomb dissociation cross section estimated by single particle calculations~see text!. The magnitudes of the dashed and dot-dashed cu
are multiplied by 103 and 10, respectively.~d! Dipole strength functiondB(E1)/dEd .
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B. Coulomb excitation of 8He

With the kinematically complete measurements, the c
tinuum excitation energy of8He can be reconstructed. Fals
2n cross-talk events were rejected off-line@30#. The excita-
tion energyEx is related to the decay energyEd by Ex
5Ed1S2n , where S2n ~52.14 MeV! is the separation en
ergy of two neutrons. The measured decay energy distr
tions for the Sn and Pb targets are shown in Figs. 6 and 7~a!,
respectively. Data from the target with the highestZ, the Pb
target, offer the best opportunity to study the Coulomb ex
tation of 8He. But even in Pb there will be some nucle
excitation which we must take into account in determini
the Coulomb excitation. To make a quantitative estimate
the nuclear excitation, we adopted the factorization of
nuclear dissociation cross sectionsnucl as in @31#

snucl5gPgPT , ~3!

gPT5RI~P!1RI~T!, ~4!

where gP is a length which is the same for all target
RI(P)52.4860.03 fm @1# for the 8He projectile andRI(T)
57.66 fm for the Pb target. On the other hand, the Coulo
dissociation cross sectionsCoul was assumed to have th
form

sCoul5aZT
2, ~5!
06431
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wherea is a constant andZT is the target charge numbe
The Coulomb dissociation cross sections of the Pb and
targets were fitted withsnucl1sCoul, and we obtained the
parametersgP50.910 fm anda50.0132 mb. With these
parameters, the Coulomb and nuclear dissociation cross
tions were determined to be 89 and 92 mb for the Pb tar
33 and 80 mb for the Sn target, respectively. The nucl
contribution probably comes via inelastic scattering to
21 first-excited state, which is at 3.6 MeV (Ed51.46 MeV!
with a width of 0.5 MeV@5,6#. With the factorization, the
approximately 70% excitation for the Sn target is attribut
to the nuclear contribution, and the shape of the Sn spect
in Fig. 6 is suggestive of such an excitation mode. Theref
we assume that all the nuclear excitation in Pb occurs via
mode. To describe the nuclear dissociation, we employe
BW function in which the width and resonant paramete
were taken to be those of the 21 state, namely,E051.46
MeV and G050.50 MeV. The normalization of the reso
nance was determined by the factorization.

Although various multipolarities contribute to the no
resonant Coulomb dissociation, theE1 mode is expected to
dominate. TheE1 strength has been observed to be cons
erably larger than theE2 strength in both11Li @11–13# and
11Be @14# dissociation, andE1 population of the continuum
has been observed in recent measurements of the break
6He at E/A5240 MeV into 4He12n on a Pb target@15#.
Furthermore, it is shown in Sec. IV B thatE2 Coulomb ex-
citation of the first excited state is negligible. To evaluate
1-6
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FIG. 8. Momentum distribu-
tions of neutrons (pn) and 6He
(p6) in the rest frame of8He for
the Pb target. The solid curve
show the result of a Monte Carlo
simulation~see text!.
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E1 strength here, we assumed that8He is excited into the
E1 continuum and then decays with the 3-body phase sp
distribution into 6He and two neutrons. We parametrized t
E1 photonuclear cross sectionsE1(Ex) with another BW
function characterized by a resonant energyE0

Coul and a
width G0

Coul which is energy dependent as described in E
~1! and ~2!.

The Coulomb dissociation cross sectiondsc /Ex is related
to the photonuclear cross sectionsE1 by

dsc

dEx
5nE1~Ex!

sE1~Ex!

Ex
, ~6!

where the functionnE1(Ex) is the virtual photon density fo
an electric dipole@32#. With this relation, the Coulomb dis
sociation cross section for the electric dipole contribut
can be calculated onceE0

Coul and G0
Coul are selected. Monte

Carlo simulations with variation of these two paramet
were performed. The fixed nuclear contribution and the
tector response function were included. A good fit to t
experimental distribution yieldedE0

Coul52.1 MeV andG0
Coul

51.0 MeV for the BW ofsE1(Ex). That fit is shown by the
solid curve in Fig. 7~a!, andsE1(Ex) vs Ed is in Fig. 7~b!.
Having included the detector response in the fit, we can
Eq. ~6! to determine the true functiondsc /dEx vs Ed , and
that is given in Fig. 7~c!. Finally, the dipole strength function
can be calculated with the relation

dB~E1!

dEx
5

9\c

16p3

1

nE1~Ex!

dsc

dEx
~7!

and that function is shown in Fig. 7~d!. By integrating the
solid curve in Fig. 7~d! up to Ed53 MeV, we obtained the
E1 strengthB(E1)50.09160.026e2fm2.

In Fig. 8, momentum distributions of neutrons (pn) and of
6He (p6) in the 8He rest frame are presented. Results of
Monte Carlo simulations described previously are shown
the solid curves in the figures. For the Coulomb dissociat
the decay energy was assumed to be partitioned betw
6He and neutrons according to the three-body phase s
06431
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distribution. On the other hand, sequential decay via the
termediate state of7He was assumed for the nuclear diss
ciation.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Sum rules

From the measured decay energy distribution, the dip
strength function was derived. The energy-weighted dip
strength for the Pb targetSexpt

E1 is determined by

Sexpt
E1 5E Ex

dB~E1!

dEx
dEx ~8!

and is listed in Table I. By integrating the solid curve in Fi
7~d! to infinity, we gotSexpt

E1 50.5060.14e2fm2 MeV.
For isovector dipole transitions, the total strength can

evaluated with the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn~TRK! sum rule as

STRK
E1 [(

f
~Ef2Ei !B~E1;i→ f ! ~9!

5
9

4p

\2

2M

ZN

A
e2, ~10!

wherei andf refer to the initial and final states, respectivel
Z, N andA are those of8He; andM is the nucleon mass. Th
sum includes all of the possible continuum. The TRK sum
also listed in Table I. The experimental sumSexpt

E1 was found
to be 2.360.6% of that calculated by the TRK sum rule.

TABLE I. Values of energy-weighted sums. The experimen
value Sexpt

E1 was extracted from the Pb target. TheSTRK
E1 and the

S
6He-2n

E1 were calculated with the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn~TRK! sum

rule and the cluster sum rule, respectively.

Quantity ( f(Ef2Ei)B(E1;i→ f ) (e2fm2 MeV!

Sexpt
E1 0.5060.14

STRK
E1 22

S
6He-2n

E1 2.5
1-7
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Assuming that the8He has a clusterlike structure, i.e.,
bound dineutron system coupled to a6He core, one may
decompose the total energy-weighted sumStot

E1 for the elec-
tric dipole asStot

E15S
6He

E1
1S2n

E11S
6He-2n

E1 , whereS
6He

E1 , S2n
E1 , and

S
6He-2n

E1 refer to the sum rule for the core, the dineutron, a

the relative motion between the two clusters, respectiv
@33,34#. Assuming the individual clusters are not excited, t
total sum for the electric dipole is attributed to that of t
relative motion of the two clusters. Using Eq.~10!, the sum
rule for the relative motionS

6He-2n

E1 can be evaluated as

S
6He-2n

E1
5

9

4p

\2

2M

N2nZ
6He

2

AA6He

e2 ~11!

This limit is also listed in Table I. The experimental su
Sexpt

E1 is 2065% of the cluster sum. On the other hand, t
model predicts a sum equal to 2.7e2fm2 MeV for the struc-
ture 9Li12n for 11Li, and the data@11,13# are consistent
with this value. This comparison supports the idea that8He
does not have a6He core.

B. Contribution of the E2 Coulomb excitation

In order to evaluate the contribution ofE2 strength to
Coulomb excitation of the 21 state of8He, the strength was
estimated by the single particle calculation. Since the s
has the configuration of (1p3/2)

21(1p1/2)
1, the E2 strength

for the single particle transitionBsp(E2) is given by

Bsp~E2!5
5

4p
e2K j i

1

2
20U j f

1

2L 2

^ j f ur 2u j i&
2, ~12!

wherej i(53/2) andj f(51/2) refer to spins of the initial and
the final state, respectively. For a neutron transition, a re
effect of the rest of the nucleus was considered. To estim
the order of magnitude of the effect, the effective char
given byeE2

recoil5(Z/A2)e, was used. With the COSMA wav
function @27#, the strength was estimated to beBsp

recoil(E2)
50.011e2fm4.

By using thisE2 strength, the Coulomb dissociation cro
sectiondsc /dEd can be calculated. The shape ofdsc /dEd
was determined by Eq.~6! for with E2 replacingE1 and
with the BW type photonuclear cross sectionsE2(Ex). The
parameters of the BW function were taken to beE051.46
MeV and G50.50 to describe the first excited state. Sin
the Coulomb dissociation cross sectiondsc /dEx is related to
the E2 strength functiondB(E2)/dEx by

dB~E2!

dEx
5

75

4 S \c

p D 3 1

nE2~Ex!

1

Ex
2

dsc

dEx
~13!

the magnitude ofdsc /dEd was determined so that the inte
gration of Eq. ~13! yields the calculatedE2 strength
Bsp

recoil(E2). The result is shown by the dashed curve in F
7~c!. We see that theE2 strength is more than 3 orders
magnitude smaller than theE1 strength.
06431
d

ly

te

il
te
,

.

In Ref. @35#, the effective charge of theE2 strength for
p-shell nuclei was calculated to been50.35e, about 10 times
the recoil value. By using this, we obtain theE2 strength
Bsp(E2)51.4e2fm4, and the calculated Coulomb dissoci
tion cross section is shown by the dot-dashed curve in F
7~c!. As seen in the figure, we may say that theE2 strength
is insignificant; most of the excitation is attributed to theE1
strength as discussed previously.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed kinematically complete measu
ments of the dissociation of8He into 6He and two neutrons
at E/A 5 24 MeV. Those measurements allowed us to p
vide crucial information on the reaction mechanism and
the presence of theE1 continuum excitation in the8He dis-
sociation.

First, we have confirmed the sequential decay mo
8He→7He1n, in the 8He dissociation. A clue to this mod
was found in the relative energy distribution of the6He1n
system. With the 2n-removal cross sections extracted fro
inclusive and exclusive data sets, we found significant
quential decay—approximately 60610% for the Al target
and approximately 40620% for the Sn and Pb targets.
peak atE62n .0.4 MeV for the Al target was reproduce
with a Monte Carlo simulation assuming 60% sequential
cay and 40% direct decay.

Further evidence of the sequential decay was found
neutron momentum distributions determined from the6He
1n coincidence data with the Al target. These distributio
were also reproduced with 60% sequential decay. In ad
tion, we found that the calculated neutron momentum dis
butions according to the COSMA wave function with the F
of 7He reproduced the measured distributions. We there
concluded that the main part of the dissociation may be
tributed to the sequential decay process via7He.

A peak in the decay energy distribution for the Sn targ
was suggestive of the known first excited state of8He. On
the other hand, the distribution for the Pb target has a ra
broad structure, indicatingE1 excitation into the continuum
By assuming that theE1 photonuclear cross section functio
sE1(Ex) is parametrized with the Breit-Wigner function, th
measured decay energy distribution was well reproduc
The best fit to the measured distribution yields the para
eters of the functionE0

Coul52.1 MeV andG0
Coul51.0 MeV.

With these parameters, we have deduced, for the first ti
and for the first 2–3 MeV of decay energyEd , the decay
energy distributiondsc /dEd , the photonuclear cross sectio
sE1, the dipole strength functiondB(E1)/dEd and the inte-
grated valueB(E1). Insignificant energy-weighted strengt
compared to the cluster sum rule, indicates that8He does not
have the6He12n structure. Instead, agreement of our me
sured distributions with the five-particle COSMA model is
favor of the structure4He core14n.
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